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What is Homeopathy? 

Homeopathy is a medical philosophy and practice based on the idea that the body has the ability to heal itself. 

Homeopathy was founded in the late 1700s in Germany and has been widely practiced throughout Europe. 

Homeopathic medicine views symptoms of illness as normal responses of the body as it attempts to regain health.  

Many highly accomplished individuals past and present have chosen homeopathy as their therapy of choice, including 

the industrialist John D. Rockefeller, author Mark Twain, and several U.S. Presidents. 

                                                                                                                                                                                     

Homeopathy is based on the idea that "like cures like." That is, if a substance causes a symptom in a healthy person, 

giving the person a very small amount of the same substance may cure the illness. In theory, a homeopathic dose 

enhances the body's normal healing and self-regulatory processes. Even infants, children, pregnant and nursing 

women, and the elderly can use homeopathy. These tiny doses are effective because, unlike conventional 

pharmaceutical drugs which change the body chemically, homeopathic medicines provoke a healing reaction in the 

person that restores them to health. 

Homeopathic remedies aim to stimulate the body's own healing mechanisms. Homeopaths believe that any physical 

disease has a mental and emotional component. So a homeopathic diagnosis includes physical symptoms (such as 

feverishness), current emotional and psychological state (such as anxiety and restlessness), and the person' s 

constitution. A person's constitution includes qualities related to creativity, initiative, persistence, concentration, 

physical sensitivities, and stamina. The right remedy for a condition will take all of these aspects into account, so each 

diagnosis and remedy is individualized. Events in our childhood that our brains could not understand or process can 

become emotional scars that contribute to health problems today. There appears to be a strong link between 

emotional strain and one's susceptibility to toxicity. All of us have emotional issues; we are all human. 

Perhaps what is most different about homeopathy in comparison to conventional medicine is its holistic view of health 

and disease. In homeopathy, disease is regarded as an imbalance in the person as a whole. When we become sick, 

our whole being is affected. Many of us can easily relate to this idea. When we are sick, we not only suffer from 

physical symptoms, but often experience changes in our emotions, changes in cognition, and changes in our most 

basic bodily functions. Cure is accomplished by re-establishing balance in the person as a whole. When balance is 

achieved, the underlying cause of the disease is removed and all the symptoms associated with the disease resolve.  

Disease occurs through the interplay of several factors: our genes, stress, and our lifestyle choices. Stressors in our 

environment, such as emotional trauma, injury, infection, or sudden changes in climate, activate this susceptibility. 

Lifestyles that are not favorable to health, such as eating poorly, lack of exercise, or too little sleep, have a similar 

effect. By restoring balance, homeopathy alters our susceptibility to disease so that, over time, we become 

increasingly less susceptible, less affected by stress, and less likely to get sick. 

The MSA - Biofrequencies/Bioresonance Markers: 

Everything in existence is energy. Medicine recognizes we are electromagnetic beings and has a long-standing 

tradition of using diagnostic machines. MRI machines work with magnetic energy. Ultrasound machines use high 

frequency sound energy. EKGs are an electronic representation of what is in the heart. EEGs are an electronic 

representation of what is in the brain. 
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Electro dermal testing was first developed by Reinhold Voll in the 1950's and measures relative conductance at points 

on the body when a weak current is passed through it. He discovered and confirmed with conventional testing that 

inflammation in an organ would show elevated conductance in the associated acupuncture meridian and degeneration 

of an organ would show decreased conductance. He also discovered that when the correct homeopathic vial was 

placed on a patient that the conductance normalized. 

The MSA is the culmination of decades of research and experience, building upon the work of Dr. Voll over half a 

century ago. It combines the knowledge of homeopathy, physiology, and quantum physics. The Qest4 system is an 

FDA-approved electodermal testing device that has a broad scope of testing abilities. A University of Utah study 

demonstrated a 99.7% correlation between the MSA's results and blood test results. Clyde Norman Shealy, M.D., 

Ph.D. is an American neurosurgeon and pioneer in pain medicine along with Caroline Myss PhD are proponents of 

bioresonances/biofrequencies testing. 

As people see their loved ones, friends, and business associates fall victim to chronic disease, many people want to 

know how to head off what may be in their future. They do not want to wait until the day their body has failed and they 

become "sick." They want to look into their bodies now and see where the weaknesses are and address them sooner, 

not later. The Qest4 system's electro dermal testing can pick up the bioenergy marker signature of cancer or Lyme 

disease, for example, long before conventional tests can find it. The Qest4 will register frequency imbalances 

corresponding to physiologic abnormalities. Remember, before cancer is seen on an X-Ray or felt as a mass, it has 

been growing for 6 years, and before that, the organ involved was likely subjected to toxicity and inflammation over a 

decade.  

 

The Qest4 is a superior hardware and software system that allows us to evaluate patients in a new way for allergies, 

pathogens, toxins, emotional factors, structural issues, metabolic issues, and hundreds of other areas. Loaded with 

numerous commonly used energetic tests - and over 40,000 homeopathic, nutritional, herbal, and pharmaceutical 

items - the Qest4 is designed to help us find personalized solutions that satisfy your unique health needs. In many 

cases, we can even address difficult chronic issues. 

In MSA testing, you are energetically connected with the Qest4 software as you grasp two metal bars. The 

Qest4 software sends in signals that cause the body's meridian networks to "work together", allowing toxic foci 

to be identified. This is accomplished as thousands of specific frequencies are rapidly sent through your body. 

If a particular applied frequency comes across a molecule or structure that exactly matches its vibrational 

signature, then resonance occurs. 

The resistance across your body to that particular frequency will increase, and there will be a voltage drop in the 

returning signal. This allows Qest4 to register that a particular entity or condition is present within your body. Qest4 

does not diagnose disease states; rather it diagnoses physiologic abnormalities and/or toxic conditions that underlie or 

lead to disease states, and it stratifies these conditions in order of importance as bioresonance/biofrequencie markers. 

Qest4 helps us concentrate on the root cause (s) of a health problem, and not just on its manifestations (i.e. your 

problem is not really heart disease, but the conditions that led to the heart disease, or which will lead to more disease 

in the future). 
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Bioenergetic Medicine 

Everything we hear, see, feel is made up of frequencies. These frequencies are emitted by everything. Every Atom 

gives off a specific frequency much like a finger print. Body tissues also have the 'fingerprint frequency" Living tissue 

frequencies have normal average ranges just like blood work. 

It utilizes quantum physics and combines 5000 years of Chinese acupuncture and meridian medicine, 200 years of 

Homeopathic knowledge, 100 years of Chiropractic knowledge, 60 years of Electrodermal screenings and EAV, 50 

years of applied kinesiology, 40 years of Nambudripad's Allergy Elimination Technique (NAET), 30 years of emotional 

release technique, 1000 years of Chakra balancing, all put together with 50 years of computerization and based on the 

concepts of Quantum physics to give balance to all tissues at the level of the atom, thereby allowing the natural 

powers of nature to heal. 

 

All substances, whether living or non-living, have a characteristic resonant signature. Every specific tissue and organ 

in the human body has its own individual resonant frequency. By outputting a software-recorded 'copy' of these 

resonances we can predict how the energetic system of the body will respond to them. This scientific application of 

traditional methods removes the guesswork that's involved in many analyses (conventional and complementary). This 

is the science of bio-energetic screening. 

Improper energy flow through the acupuncture meridians causes energy imbalances in the body. Oriental medicine 

identified the meridians, energetic channels that form electrical pathways throughout the body. Improper energy flow 

through the acupuncture meridians causes energy imbalances in the body.  

Functional Tests 

 Allergen Sensitivities 

 Chemical Toxicity 

 Circulatory Disturbances 

 Digestive Maladies 

 Female Issues 

 Immune Disorders 

 Inherited Predisposition 

 Male/Female Issues  

 Metabolic Disturbances 

 Neurotransmitter Imbalances 

 Nutritional Deficiencies 

 Pathogenic Factors 

 Phenolic Sensitivities 

Specific Protocols also includes: 

 Lyme Disease 

 Weight Lost Strategies 

 Royal Rife Frequencies 

 Immune System Booster 

 Inflammation Disturbances 

 Fungus / Virus / Bacteria / Parasites 

 Diabetes 

 Brain and Nervous System Disturbance 

 Food Sensitivities 

 Hormonal Disturbance 

 Endocrine System Imbalance 

 and more... 

 

 

The Qest4, FDA approved reflects a 99.7% correlation between its health screenings to blood test results. We 

are one of the few Practitioners in the Northern Virginia area providing this service. 

To reserve a follow-up MSA Biofrequency Markers screening, please contact Gainesville Holistic Health 

Center at (571) 248-0695 or e-mail us at info@ghhcenter.com 


